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Abstract. Most of existing skeleton-based representations for action
recognition can not eﬀectively capture the spatio-temporal motion characteristics of joints and are not robust enough to noise from depth sensors
and estimation errors of joints. In this paper, we propose a novel low-level
representation for the motion of each joint through tracking its trajectory and segmenting it into several semantic parts called motionlets.
During this process, the disturbance of noise is reduced by trajectory ﬁtting, sampling and segmentation. Then we construct an undirected complete labeled graph to represent a video by combining these motionlets
and their spatio-temporal correlations. Furthermore, a new graph kernel
called subgraph-pattern graph kernel (SPGK) is proposed to measure
the similarity between graphs. Finally, the SPGK is directly used as the
kernel of SVM to classify videos. In order to evaluate our method, we perform a series of experiments on several public datasets and our approach
achieves a comparable performance to the state-of-the-art approaches.
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Introduction

With the development of depth sensors such as Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion
PRO LIVE, a growing number of researchers focus on 3D action recognition. The
human body can be viewed as an articulated system including rigid segments
connected by joints, and human actions can be considered as a combination of
the movements of human skeleton joints in the 3D space [34]. Therefore, the
motions of human skeleton joints is eﬀective for action recognition, which has
been also suggested in the early work of Johansson [16].
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Shotton et al. [24] proposed a method to estimate the 3D positions of
joints from the depth maps and extracted discriminative features from joints to
describe the motion of human skeleton. Inspired by this work, many researchers
[2,5,9,11,12,14,25,26,28,30,33,35] focus on exploiting the skeleton based algorithm for 3D action recognition. However, how to utilize the skeleton information
eﬀectively is still a nontrivial issue. First, the inherent noise from depth sensors
and estimation errors of the human skeleton joints are the major disturbances
for action recognition. The most coordinates of joints in several videos are even
all erroneous. In addition, the speciﬁc spatio-temporal dynamic structures of
human actions are still not extracted and represented completely. Finally, ﬁnding a feasible and eﬃcient way to tolerate the intra-class variations and enhance
the inter-class discriminations is still a troubling issue. For example, the action
of waving using left hand or right hand, even two hands, may be diﬀerent among
people. Modeling this variations is challenging.
In this paper, we propose a graph based representation for skeletal human
actions and a novel graph kernel to measure the similarities between them.
Speciﬁcally, we ﬁrst track all trajectories of joints in 2D plane by trajectory
ﬁtting and sampling, and segment these trajectories into several semantic parts
called motionlets. Each motionlet is the action segment of a joint in the speciﬁc
time and space scale. It is robust to noise and estimation errors of the skeleton
joints because of trajectory pre-processing. In the complex actions, the relations
between motionlets are also discriminative except the motionlets themselves [30].
Hence, we construct an undirected complete labeled graph to represent a skeletal
sequence. Compared with popular BoW and ﬁsher vector [20], graphs are versatile representations of structured data. Nodes of graphs represent the motionlets
and edges record the relationships among them. A substructure of these graphs
involves in several motionlets in a certain spatio-temporal range and can be considered as a subaction. Then we propose a novel subgraph-pattern graph kernel
(SPGK) for comparing the obtained graphs. The SPGK is a type of summation
kernel [29]. Its substructure has not only spatio-temporal geometrical information but also richer semantic information. Substructure similarity measurement
corresponds to the comparison between subactions. Through deﬁning special
node kernel and edge kernel in SPGK, we suppress the intra-class variations and
enhance the inter-class discriminations eﬀectively. Finally, the SPGK is directly
used as the kernel of an SVM classiﬁer to classify videos. On several public
datasets, we perform a series of experiments to test the proposed method. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
An undirected complete labeled graph for action representation.
A node of the graph is modeled to a motionlet which is a semantic part of
the trajectory of a joint. The edge is labeled by spatio-temporal relationships between the connected motionlets. A subgraph of this graph can be
viewed as a discriminative subaction and has rich semantic information.
A novel graph kernel called SPGK. Graphs are decomposed into several subgraphs and subgraph matching corresponds to part-based comparison between subactions. Since these substructures capture rich topological
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structure of graph compared to nodes, it is more discriminative and robust
than local or global feature-based comparison.

2

Related Work

In this section, we review the existing work using skeletal data to recognize action
in two crucial aspects: the extraction of low-level features and the representation
of high-level features.
Various low-level features have been proposed in the past years. They could
be divided into three groups: joint based feature, body part based feature and
pose based feature. Gowayyed et al. [14] use several hierarchical histograms to
model a joint trajectory. Tao and Vidal [26] represent a body part by concatenating the position and velocity of joints within this body part for several consecutive frames. Vemulapalli et al. [28] represent the relative geometry between
a pair of body parts as point in SE(3). In [35], The Moving Pose descriptor
considers position, speed and acceleration information of body joints within a
frame to model a pose. Xia et al. [33] employ a histogram based representation
of posture, which is computed by casting the selected joints into corresponding
spatial histogram bins. Similar to action recognition in conventional videos, all
kinds of trajectory features [2,9,14] are also applied widely. Diﬀerent from these
researches viewing the trajectories as a whole, we segment the trajectory into
several semantic parts and each part, we call it a motionlet, can be considered
as a novel and discriminative action segment. Wang et al. [30] also propose a
similar conception, actionlet, which is a conjunction of the features for a subset
of the joints. However, our motionlets are semantic and the speciﬁc combination
of them in the certain layout in space and order in time characterize the motion
of a subaction.
In terms of the high-level representation of features, some researchers [14,26]
encode temporal evolution using temporal pyramid and concatenate all features
of each level to represent actions. Vemulapalli et al. [28] represent an action
as a curve in the Lie group. Chaudhry et al. [8] model a human activity using
a hierarchy of 3D skeletal features in motion and learn the dynamics of these
features using Linear Dynamical Systems (LDSs). Xia et al. [33] use HMMs
to model action sequences. Graph based algorithms have been used for action
recognition in the conventional RGB videos [6,13,31]. However, there are rare
researchers focusing on constructing graph pattern to represent high-level features for skeleton-based action recognition. Zhao and Martinez [36] construct
a labeled graph for sign language analysis. Instead of only including temporal
sequence relationship into label of edge, we consider more complicated spatiotemporal relations into the label of edge.

3

The Undirected Complete Labeled Graph
Representation for Actions

We focus on human action recognition from skeleton videos with 3D joints,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. This section ﬁrst gives a detailed description of how to
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Fig. 1. Example of frames in skeleton
videos: (left) 20 joints on the MSR
Action3D dataset and (right) 15 joints on
the Florence 3D Actions dataset.
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Fig. 2. Segmented averagely eight
motion directions and its corresponding labels in 2D coordinate.

extract the motionlets by preprocessing raw trajectories of joints and segmenting
the processed trajectories. Then we describe how to construct a graph composed
of obtained motionlets for a video action.
3.1

Extraction of the Motionlet

In order to eliminate the eﬀect of the scale and location of diﬀerent human skeletons, we transform all 3D coordinates of joints for all skeletons such that the
coordinate of spine is at the origin and normalize all skeletons such that their
body part lengths are equal to the corresponding lengths of the ﬁrst skeleton.
Then we only extract all 2D coordinates except depth dimension of all joints
for all videos. For each joint, we obtain its trajectory by tracking its 2D coordinates on the timeline. In order to handle the noisy motions of the joints, we
smooth their trajectories and employ two smoothing methods according to different joints. As for the joints with large freedom degree in the arms and legs
(such as No. 8 to No. 19 joints on the MSR Action3D dataset [18] and No. 7
to No. 14 joints on the Florence 3D Actions dataset [23]), B-spline [27] is used
to repeat midpoint knot insertion to generate a ﬁne sequence of successive and
spline curve, due to the complexity of their motion pattern. Compared with
polynomial spline, B-spline can ﬁt sample points more smoothly. For the nonactive joints (namely the rest joints in two datasets), we ﬁt their trajectories
using quadratic polynomial because of their stability of motion direction. Then
we sample a series of points in approximately equal distance for each obtained
trajectory as the ﬁnal trajectory.
Subsequently, we segment the trajectory of each joint into several parts
according to the motion direction of each point in the trajectory. Speciﬁcally,
we map the motion direction in the 2D space to eight directions displayed in
Fig. 2. Given a trajectory tr containing N sample points tr = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pN }
where pi is the 2D coordinate, we ﬁrst get motion direction label of each point
ψi by computing r relative direction labels between this point and its r closer
points after it and the accumulated votes of these relative direction labels. The
direction with the highest votes is used as the ﬁnal direction ψi . The parameter
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Fig. 3. The examples of the segmentation of trajectories into motionlets. In order to
illustrate clearly, we only show the trajectories of one or two joints for one action.
For each subﬁgure, the left is the raw data points and the right is the motionlets
with diﬀerent colors. Diﬀerent colors correspond to diﬀerent motionlets. The order of
spectrum (from red to purple) marks the order in time. (Color ﬁgure online)

r is proportional to the number of sample points and we select this proportion
coeﬃcient by cross-validation. The method of computing motion direction of
each point through statistical vote further reduces the disturbance of outliers
after trajectory ﬁtting. Besides, we use the mode ﬁlter to ﬁlter the direction
sequence {ψ1 , ψ2 , . . . , ψN } for removing noise.
Given the motion direction of each point, we extract the subsequences containing successive and t same direction points (where t > r). Every subsequence
is deﬁned as a motionlet Mi = {li , di , dti , dsi } with four attributes: li is the joint
label this motionlet belongs to, di is the motion direction label of this motionlet.
The temporal scale dti is deﬁned as a span from this motionlet’s ﬁrst frame to its
last frame. The bounding box of the motionlet constructs the spatial scale dsi .
The motionlets with small spatial or temporal scale are considered as noise and
removed in order to eliminate relatively slight movements into the computation.
Then a trajectory is represented into a motionlet set. Each video is represented
as the motionlets of all the joints. Figure 3 illustrates the segmentation of the
trajectory into motionlets.
Compared with traditional 3D sift [22], HOG3D [17], extended SURF [32]
and other skeleton based feature representations [14,26,28,33,35], the motionlet
captures not only motion information but also informative semantics. A motionlet indicates motion information of one joint in a certain time and space, e.g.,
left hand moves up.
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Table 1. The deﬁnition of ﬁve temporal labels of edges (ξ is the soft interval. In the
pictorial example, the order in time is from the left to the right.)
Deﬁnition

Label

Mi before Mj

1

Mi meets Mj

2

Mi overlaps Mj 3

3.2

Mi misses Mj

4

Mi after Mj

5

Pictorial example
ξMi Mi Mi
Mj Mj Mj ξ
ξMi Mi Mi
Mj Mj Mj ξ
Mi Mi Mi
Mj Mj Mj
ξMj Mj Mj
Mi Mi Mi ξ
ξMj Mj Mj
Mi Mi Mi ξ

Remark
ξ>r
0<ξ≤r
otherwise
0<ξ≤r
ξ>r

Construction of Graphs Based on Motionlets

In order to capture the relationships among the motionlets of all the joints in a
video, we construct an undirected complete labeled graph to model the extracted
motionlet ensemble. An undirected complete labeled graph is deﬁned as G =
|VG |
is the set of nodes, EG ⊂ VG × VG
(VG , EG , A, α, β t , β s ), where VG = {vi }i=1
t
s
is the set of edges and α : VG → NG , β t : EG → BG
and β s : EG → BG
are
the three labeling functions assigning discrete labels (usually numbers) to nodes
t
s
and BG
are the label sets. All elements
and edges respectively, where NG , BG
of adjacent matrix A are 1, which means that G is a complete graph.
For our recognition task, a node vi ∈ VG corresponds to the ith motionlet
Mi = {li , di , dti , dsi }. The node label α(vi ) of node vi is obtained based on the joint
label li and motion direction label di . Given a skeletal video sequence including
n joints and each motionlet corresponding to one of eight action directions, the
label set NG contains 8 ∗ n diﬀerent elements.
For the edge, we deﬁne two types of labels to reﬂect the relationships between
two connected nodes, i.e. the temporal relationship and the spatial relationship,
t
s
and BG
are used to reﬂect them respectively. Given two
and elements in BG
nodes, vi corresponds to Mi and vj corresponds to Mj , and the edge eij connects
them. In terms of the temporal relationship, similar to [1], ﬁve diﬀerent labels
are considered to model the temporal relationship between two motionlets, i.e.
before, meet, overlap, miss and after. Table 1 illustrates their deﬁnitions. As for
the spatial relationship between two connected nodes, we deﬁne eight relative
location relationships in Fig. 2. The edge label of β s (eij ) is mapped by the vector
from center of dsi to the center of dsj . In this way, the relative temporal causality
and spatial layout information are contained in the edge labels.
The constructed graph exploits the spatio-temporal relationships among
motionlets explicitly. A subgraph, a combination of several motionlets in the
certain layout in space and order in time, can be viewed as a discriminative and
semantic feature of the subaction or action. For example, the action of wave left
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hand can be viewed as a combination of a certain layout in space and order in
time of four motionlets, i.e. left hand moves up, left hand moves right, left hand
moves left and left hand moves right. The action of bend can be viewed as a
combination of ﬁve joints head, neck, spine, left shoulder and right shoulder at
speciﬁc arrangement downward at the same time. Thus these combinations characterize the actions of wave left hand and bend discriminatively. In other words,
we can translate one constructed graph into several sentences to interpret an
action. So our graph is abound with semantic information.

4

Subgraph-Pattern Graph Kernel for Action
Recognition

Since each action is modeled as a graph, the subgraph-pattern graph kernel
(SPGK) is proposed in this section to measure the similarity between two graphs.
Speciﬁcally, we decompose each graph into many substructures called subgraphpattern groups (SPGs) and then compute the SPGK by incorporating the similarity values of all pairs of SPGs from two graphs. Finally, we plug SPGK into
SVM in order to achieve action classiﬁcation.
4.1

Substructures of Graphs

In our proposed graph kernel, the graph is decomposed into a set of subgraphpatterns for the similarity measurement. So we ﬁrst introduce the deﬁnition
of the subgraph-pattern. A subgraph-pattern is a combination of nodes that
are arranged in a particular structure according to the connection properties
of the graph. Given a graph G = (VG , EG ) and a subgraph s = (Us , Fs ), we
denote a subgraph-pattern of G with respect to s as ps = (Vs , Es ), where Vs =
{vp1 , vp2 , . . . , vp|Us | } is the node set and Es ⊂ Vs × Vs .
We extract one speciﬁc kind of subgraph-pattern from graphs which is hierarchical. The ﬁrst layer is a central node. The subsequent layers are composed
of one or more nodes connected with the nodes in the above layer. Furthermore,
we deﬁne a subgraph-pattern group (SPG), denoted as PGh (v), to represent the
set of subgraph-patterns with the layer number no more than h and sharing the
same central node v ∈ VG . For each node v ∈ VG , we obtain its SPG, which
contains subgraph-patterns with diﬀerent structures and exploits the diﬀerent
local topology of the graph eﬀectively. Each SPG containing various informative
semantic subgraph-patterns can be viewed as a set of various subactions. In this
way, the graph G is decomposed into a set of SPGs used as the substructures for
computing the SPGK. Figure 4 shows the process of graph decomposition into
SPGs.
4.2

Similarity Measurement Between SPGs

We ﬁrst deﬁne two basic kernels kv and ke on nodes and edges of graphs respectively. These two kernels can be deﬁned according to the practical task. Before
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Fig. 4. An example to illustrate the process of decomposing graphs. (a) An undirected complete labeled graph G is shown. (b) The graph is decomposed into subgraphpatterns. The red nodes represent central nodes. Here the layer number h(ps ) is up to
3. (c) Subgraph-patterns sharing the same central node form the corresponding SPGs.
(Color ﬁgure online)

giving their deﬁnitions in our task of action recognition, we ﬁrst introduce three
deﬁnitions to exploit the similarity between elements in the node label set NG
t
s
and edge spatial and temporal label sets BG
and BG
respectively.
Definition 1 (Symmetrical motionlet set). The Symmetrical motionlet set S is
deﬁned as
S = {NG × NG |(∀(a, b), (c, d) ∈ S : a = c ⇔ b = d)
∧(a and b are symmetrical motionlet of symmetrical joint)}
Definition 2 (Similar temporal order edge set). The Similar temporal order
edge set T is deﬁned as
t
t
× BG
|(∀(a, b), (c, d) ∈ T : a = c ⇔ b = d)
T = {BG
∧(The temporal order between a and b are identical)}

Definition 3 (Similar spatial location edge set). The Similar spatial location
edge set L is deﬁned as
s
s
× BG
|(∀(a, b), (c, d) ∈ L : a = c ⇔ b = d)
L = {BG
∧(The spatial location between a and b are identical)}

S is a set of containing all symmetrical motionlet label pairs. For example the
label right hand upper right and the label left hand upper left are symmetrical
motionlet label. Analogously, L contains the pairs of labels which have similar
spatial location such as up right and up left. As for T , we think of (before, meet)
and (miss, after ) are two pairs of similar temporal order labels.
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For two undirected complete labeled graphs G = (VG , EG ) and G =
(VG , EG ) with vi , vj ∈ VG , vp , vq ∈ VG , eij ∈ EG and epq ∈ EG , the two
basic kernels are deﬁned as follows
⎧
⎨ 1 if α(vi ) = α(vp )
(1)
kv (vi , vp ) = γ if (α(vi ), α(vp )) ∈ S
⎩
0
otherwise,
ke (eij , epq ) =
where

1
[kt (eij , epq ) + ks (eij , epq )],
2

(2)

if β t (eij ) = β t (epq )
if (β t (eij ), β t (epq )) ∈ T
otherwise,

(3)

if β s (eij ) = β s (epq )
if (β s (eij ), β s (epq )) ∈ L
otherwise.

(4)

⎧
⎨1
kt (eij , epq ) = η
⎩
0
⎧
⎨1
ks (eij , epq ) = ζ
⎩
0

In Eq. (1), parameter γ describes the similarity between two nodes when they
are symmetrical motionlet. Similarly, parameters η and ζ in Eqs. (3) and (4)
respectively describe the similarity between two edges when they satisfy the
certain temporal or spatial relations.
Next, we deﬁne a subgraph-pattern kernel kp for the similarity measurement
between two subgraph-patterns. If two subgraph-patterns ps = (Vp , Ep ) and
ps = (Vp , Ep ) are extracted from two graphs with the same subgraph s, vpi ∈ Vp
and vpi ∈ Vp correspond to the ith node of subgraph s, and epj ∈ Ep and
epj ∈ Ep correspond to the jth edge of subgraph s, the subgraph-pattern kernel
between them is deﬁned in a factorized formulation
|Vp |

kp (ps , ps ) = ρμ,λ (s)



i=1

|Ep |

kv (vpi , vpi )



j=1

ke (epj , epj ),

(5)

where ρμ,λ (s) = μh(s)−1 λb(s) is a weighting function, taking into account the
structure complexity of subgraph-patterns. h(s) is the layer number of a subgraph and branch b(s) is deﬁned as the number of node in the layer with most
nodes. Obviously, the complexity of a subgraph increases with its layer number and branch and the eﬀects of μ and λ are to emphasize subgraph-patterns
depending on the degree of their complexity. If two subgraph-patterns are structured by two diﬀerent subgraphs, we have kp (ps , ps ) = 0.
Given two graphs G = (VG , EG ), G = (VG , EG ) and two nodes v ∈ VG ,

v ∈ VG , the similarity between two SPGs PGh (v) and PGh (v  ) is deﬁned as the
summation of similarities between all the subgraph-patterns from both SPGs.
We express it in the equation as follows


kp (p, p ).
(6)
k(PGh (v), PGh (v  )) =
h (v) p ∈P h (v  )
p∈PG
G
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In order to solve the equation above, we must extract all the subgraph-patterns
from graphs explicitly, which is undoubtedly an NP hard problem. Motivated by
the connection properties of subgraph-patterns and the fully factorized formulation of subgraph-pattern kernel kp , we adopt a dynamic programming algorithm
to compute the equation above recursively. We ﬁrst introduce the deﬁnition
of neighborhood matching set to exploit the neighborhood information of two
graphs.
Definition 4 (Neighborhood matching set). The Neighborhood matching set
M (v, v  ) of two graph nodes v and v  is deﬁned as
M (v, v  ) = {R ⊂ δ(v) × δ(v  )|(∀(a, b), (c, d) ∈ R : a = c ⇔ b = d)
∧(∀(a, b) ∈ R : kv (a, b) > 0 ∧ ke ((a, v), (b, v  )) > 0)}
where neighborhood δ(v) is a set of nodes connecting with v. M (v, v  ) is a set of
exact matchings of subsets of the neighbors of v and v  respectively. Each element
R of M (v, v  ) consists of one or several pair(s) of nodes from neighborhoods of
v ∈ VG and v  ∈ VG . The node kernel on each pair of nodes and edge kernel on
edges connecting the pair to v and v  both have positive values.
Therefore, using the formulation of kernel in [19], the SPG kernel in Eq. (6)
is rewritten equivalently in a dynamic programming formulation
⎧
k(PG1 (v), PG1  (v  )) = kv (v, v  )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ k(P h (v), P h (v  )) = kv (v, v  )(1 + μ 
G
G
(7)
R∈M (v,v  )
⎪
h−1
h−1 
1
 
⎪
λk
((u,
v),
(u
,
v
))k(P
(u),
P
(u
)))
⎪

e
G
G
⎩λ
(u,u )∈R

After computing the k(PGh (v), PGh (v  )) in this way, we deﬁne the ﬁnal SPGK as
the summation kernel [29] which incorporates all similarities values between two
SPGs (obtained by Eq. (7)) extracted from two graphs. The ﬁnal deﬁnition of
SPGK is given as follows
 
h
(G, G ) =
k(PGh (v), PGh (v  ))
(8)
kSPG
v∈VG v  ∈VG 

The SPGK bridges the gap between the SPGs and some statistic learning methods. Finally, the SPGK is directly used as the kernel of an SVM classiﬁer to
classify videos.

5

Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of our method, we conduct detailed experiments on
three benchmark 3D action datasets: the MSR Action3D dataset [18], UTKinectAction dataset [33] and Florence 3D Actions dataset [23]. We only use the 2D
coordinate information of skeletal data to recognize actions.
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Experiments on the MSR Action3D Dataset

The MSR Action3D dataset contains total 557 sequences including twenty types
of human actions performed 2 or 3 times by 10 subjects, which be grouped
into three subsets, AS1, AS2 and AS3 by [18]. The AS1 and AS2 comprise 8
similar actions respectively and AS3 consists of 8 relative complex actions. The
main challenge of this dataset is data corruption and some sequences are very
noisy [21]. Similar to [15], we select 536 sequences from all sequences to valid
which are divided into three subset AS1, AS2 and AS3 containing 206, 224 and
205 sequences respectively. There are several validation protocols adopted with
this dataset and we select the most widely adopted protocol, i.e. cross-subject
validation with subjects 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 for training, the others for test. We
compare our proposed method with ﬁve state-of-the-art skeleton based methods
using the same validation protocol. The results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Recognition performance on the MSR Action3D dataset
Methods

AS1 (%) AS2 (%) AS3 (%) Average (%) Years

Chaaraoui et al. [7]

88.57

Hussein et al. [15]

88.04

85.71

94.59

89.62

2013

89.29

94.49

90.54

2013

Vemulapalli et al. [28] 95.29

83.87

98.22

92.46

2014

Evangelidis et al. [12] 88.39

86.61

94.59

89.86

2014

Du et al. [10]

93.33

94.64

95.50

94.49

2015

Our proposed

93.75

95.45

95.10

94.77

From Table 2, it can be seen that compared with traditional methods, our
method obtains the highest average accuracy. Vemulapalli et al. [28] get the
best results on AS1 and AS3 subsets. However, we obtain the highest accuracy
on AS2 set and our average accuracy is better than that of Vemulapalli et al.
Besides, although Du et al. [10] achieve the remarkable performance in the average accuracy using deep learning, our method still outperforms theirs slightly.
5.2

Experiments on the UTKinect-Action Dataset

The UTKinect-Action Dataset consists of 195 sequences and provides RGB,
depth and skeletal data. The skeleton data contains 20 joints of human for 10
actions performed twice by 10 subjects. The main challenge in this dataset is
intra-class variations and body orientation variations. We follow the experiment
in [33] and select leave-one-out cross-validation to evaluate our proposed method.
On this dataset, except carrying out the normalization mentioned in Sect. 3.1,
we also normalize each joint for each frame through rotating every joint to make
the plane decided by three joints (head, left shoulder, right shoulder) in this
frame parallel to the camera plane. This rotation makes the skeletons viewinvariant. Besides, since coordinate values of joints are relative small, we magnify
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all coordinates one hundred times. Table 3 compares our result to the stateof-the-art. On this dataset, we slightly outperform the current state-of-the-art
method [28] by about 0.3 %, where human actions are modeled as curves in a
Lie group.
5.3

Experiments on the Florence 3D Actions Dataset

The Florence 3D Actions dataset includes 9 activities: wave, drink from a bottle,
answer phone,clap, tight lace, sit down, stand up, read watch, bow. During acquisition, 10 subjects were asked to perform the above actions for 2 or 3 times. This
results in a total of 215 activity samples. Diﬀerent from the former two datasets,
the depth maps are not provided and the skeleton data in this dataset are represented by 15 joints instead of 20. Due to only using skeletal data for us, the main
challenge of this dataset derives from the similarity between actions. For example, the actions drink from a bottle, answer phone, read watch are very similar
considering we only use the skeleton data. We perform the leave-one-person-out
cross validation to make the performance evaluation.
Table 3 reports the state-of-the-art performances on this dataset. Note that
the diﬀerence of the performances between all methods is rather small. Nevertheless, our method is higher than the state-of-the-art result obtained by Vemulapalli et al. [28] slightly. It can be seen that the accuracies on this dataset are
lower than those on the former two datasets in general. The reason is that this
dataset includes several very similar actions which are diﬃcultly to distinguish
without RGB or depth data.
Table 3. The overall accuracies on the UTKinect-Action and Florence 3D Actions
datasets

5.4

Methods

UT (%) Florence (%) Years

Seidenari et al. [23]

–

82.00

2013

Vemulapalli et al. [28] 97.08

90.88

2014

Devanne et al. [9]

91.5

87.04

2015

Anirudh et al. [3]

94.87

89.67

2015

Batabyal et al. [4]

91.45

–

2015

Our proposed

97.44

91.63

Evaluation of Parameters

In our proposed method, there are several parameters inﬂuencing the experimental results: the spatial scale thresholds deciding to reserve motionlets or not
for diﬀerent joints mentioned in Sect. 3.1, the proportion coeﬃcient ρ controlling
parameter r, and parameters γ, η, ζ in two basic kernels on nodes and edges,
as well as the layer number h and parameters μ, λ of SPGK in the Eq. (7). We
conduct a series of experiments to evaluate the impacts of them on the MSR
Action3D and UTKinect-Action datasets.
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Fig. 5. The performances under diﬀerent threshold pairs.

At ﬁrst, we focus on the spatial scale thresholds deciding to reserve motionlets
or not. Only the motionlet whose spatial scale is more than the corresponding
threshold will be reserved to construct the graph. For two kinds of joints, we
employ diﬀerent thresholds, namely a for relatively active joints and p for nonactive joints. Figure 5 shows the accuracies with respect to a and p on the AS1,
AS2, AS3 and UT datasets.
Two interesting points are deduced from Fig. 5. First, a plays a dominant
role in determining the accuracy. On the UT dataset, the accuracy only shows
slight ﬂuctuation with the change of p when a is ﬁxed. On the MSR three
subsets, the recognition accuracy even is almost unchangeable if a is given.
This phenomenon shows that the motions of relatively active joints are more
discriminative and determine the class of one action to a large degree. Secondly,
the optimal threshold a on AS3 (about 5) is smaller than the ones on AS1, AS2
(about 10). The actions within AS3 are relatively complex and so need preserve
more relatively ﬁne motionlets can explain this.
Next, we evaluate the impact of ρ on accuracy. We denote the proportional
relation as N = ρ ∗ r, where N is the total number of sample points in one
trajectory. Parameter r is very important, which not only determines the direction of each sample point on the trajectory but also determines that whether
a motionlet’s temporal scale is so long that it can be reserved to construct the
spatio-temporal graph. Besides, it acts as the threshold for mapping the temporal relationship label of edges. Therefore, it is necessarily to evaluate the impact
of ρ. Recognition accuracy under diﬀerent values of ρ is shown in Fig. 6. This
ﬁgure indicates that the interval from 15 to 21 is the best range for ρ.
Thirdly, another very critical parameter, the layer number h of SPGK, is discussed. The layer number determines the complexity of substructures of graph
kernel. From the perspective of intuition, the greater the layer number is, the
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Fig. 6. The performance under diﬀerent
ρ.
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Fig. 7. The performance under diﬀerent layer number h.

more complex substructures are. Although the more complex substructures may
preserve more topological information, they mean that global matching predominates in similarity measurement. We test this hypothesis through conducting the
experiment of accuracies as a function of the layer number h, which is shown in
Fig. 7. From the performances on the MSR dataset, accuracies on three subsets
are all up to highest when the number of layer is 2 and decrease sharply with
the increase of h. This phenomenon proves our hypothesis to a certain extent.
We also conduct several experiments to analyse the impacts of rest parameters. With respect to γ, η and ζ, we test the variables from 0 to 1 and accuracies
change not too much. As for γ, this phenomenon may result from that most
subjects are in the habit of using left hand and left foot. The reason why η and
ζ can not inﬂuence the accuracy perhaps is that their inﬂuences are proportional
for all similarities between two graphs. As for μ and λ, we also test them from
0 to 10 and ﬁnd that when their values are between 1 to 2, the accuracies are
best and when they are too large or small, accuracies highly reduce. So we set
them as 1 equally.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed an undirected complete labeled graph to model
human actions. Each node of graphs is a motionlet which can be viewed as action
segment of one joint. Edges of graphs reﬂect the spatio-temporal relationship
between two motionlets. The subgraph corresponds to a speciﬁc spatio-temporal
combination of motionlets. Then we have proposed a novel subgraph-pattern
graph kernel (SGPK) to measure the similarity between two videos by combining
all comparisons between subgraphs extracted from two videos. Finally, only using
skeleton data, we have demonstrated that our method outperforms other existing
skeleton based methods on three public datasets for human action recognition.
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